Honda outboard tachometer

Packed with power, features and performance, the BF25 and BF30 outboards are ideal for mid
and smaller horsepower boats. The lightest, most compact outboard engines in their class. Add
in a boatload of Honda exclusive features and they are in a class by themselves. Unmatched
maneuverability. It adds up to maximum quality time on the water with minimum fuss. The BF
and BF deliver powerful peace of mind. With features designed for optimal performance and
efficiency, you can count on the and day in and day out. From easier maintenance to tougher
corrosion resistance, the new BF, BF, and BF outboards take legendary Honda performance
into new waters. Rocky bottom shallows, white river rapids, and even over sandbars â€” the
Honda 65hp Jet can take you there. More power to explore the shallows. All information
contained herein applies to U. To find out more, read our cookie policy. Information about
Honda's response to Covid Home Find a Dealer About Us. Outboard Motors 2. Accessories
Browse Accessories. Manuals Owner's Manuals Shop Manuals. Connect with Us. Skip to main
content. Related: marine tachometer 2 stroke tachometer mercury outboard tachometer johnson
outboard tachometer boat tachometer evinrude tachometer outboard digital tachometer
evinrude outboard tachometer faria outboard tachometer. Include description. Faria 50 Items
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4. New Items New other see details 28 Items Remanufactured 12 Items Used 62 Items For parts
or not working 1 Items 1. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings
Accepts Offers Auction 5. Buy It Now Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options.
Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller.
Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Free International
Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Free returns. Buy It Now. Almost gone. Last one. Shipping
not specified. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab.
This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date.
See each listing for international shipping options and costs. Requires Faria instrument harness
for installation, Part No. Connects Faria 5 gauge set plus optional water pressure gauge to main
harness. Matches 5 gauge set dial face. Includes: Pressure tubing and fitting. These gauges
feature analog pointers for engine RPM and vessel speed as well as a two-color graphic LCD
display, programmable in English or Metric units, with push-button operations for custom
display set-up. The gauges are completely sealed and feature anti-fog coated lenses. These
gauges can be used as a pair or separately and connect directly to a NMEA backbone or bus.
Use of these gauges and gauge harness requires that the vessel have: 1. A properly installed
and powered NMEA backbone bus 2. Matches the styling of other NMEA gauges. The kit comes
with the water pressure gauge, mounting bracket, rubber hose, hardware, and installation
instructions. Gauge is available in black or white. The harness is Connects any speedometer to
the pitot tube on the engine gearcase, transom mounted pitot tube or pitot tube connection at
the front grommet. Heavy wall construction. Note: Does not work with BF 50A4 tiller handle
models. Allows mounting the standard Honda original equipment tachometer, key switch, trim
meter and instrument light switch. Note: Requires standard wire harness A for connection.
Intended for LHTA models. Black face, flat lens tach. Tachometer only - no hour meter. Only
available in black face, flat lens. This brass fitting screws into the port remove plug first on the
powerhead for water pressure source. This is a British Pipe Thread which conforms to the
factory thread on the designated engines. Always use 2 wire ties to secure tubing to this fitting.
Uses original equipment mounting hardware. Allows the outboard to be run at a higher position
while minimizing the top of the exposed screen from drawing air into the cooling system. Allows
the outboard to be run at a higher position without drawing air into the cooling system through
the top of the exposed screen. Kit contains two black anodized aluminum bezel rings, needed
for front and rear of mounting panel. Matches the face plate of the Honda digital speedometer
and digital tachometer. Includes pressure tubing and engine fitting. Allows digital gauges to be
mounted in a remote location. Connects to 7-wire key switch panel harness. Supports both
digital tach and speed as well as analog gauges. Both analog and digital gauges can be used
separately or in combination with each other. This harness will allow digital gauges to show
analog functions on non-digital engines same as standard 5 gauge set as well as PGMFI
indicator lights. Standard analog gauge harness plugs into separate 4-wire pigtail provided.
Requires Teleflex instrument harness for installation, Part No. Connects Teleflex 5 gauge set
plus optional water pressure gauge to main harness. Intended for pontoon applications.
Includes: Pressure tubing. All information contained herein applies to U. To find out more, read
our cookie policy. Information about Honda's response to Covid Home Find a Dealer About Us.
Outboard Motors 2. Accessories Browse Accessories. Manuals Owner's Manuals Shop
Manuals. Filter by Model -- All -- BF2. Filter by Model. Instrument Harness Fused 7. Water
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Faria Universal Tachometer. Low Water Intake Screens. Tachometer Bezel Kit. Digital Gauge
Harness. Connect with Us. A boat owner running a boat without a tachometer handicaps himself
significantly. It can provide an early warning to potential engine problems, and it provides an
easy-to-understand metric on engine performance. Simple mistakes can goof up a tachometer,
however, especially in its installation. Start the boat engine and test the tachometer and its
ability to receive a signal. Run the engine at a known speed in neutral and compare to the
tachometer reading. Turn off the engine and prepare to remove the tachometer if the reading is
non-existent or clearly not accurate. Use a screwdriver to unscrew the tachometer from the
dashboard it is attached to. Gently pull the instrument forward by hand and outward from the
dashboard. Carefully pull its wiring out by hand from behind so that the wires are exposed as
well. Examine each wire attached to the tachometer and record its color. Look for any fraying,
broken wires or exposed insulation. Patch up any minor damage by cleaning the area and
wrapping electrical black tape over exposed wires completely. Match up the colored wires from
the tachometer to the wiring used on your boat. Confirm that each wire is connected to the right
boat harness wire via wire connectors. Connect by hand the red wire for power feed to the
power red wire on your boat harness. Connect the black tachometer wire to the black ground
wire. Connect the yellow wire to your lighting wiring. Label each wire with masking tape and a
permanent marker. Turn the tachometer over gently so that the backside is exposed. Check
your boat wiring manual to confirm your voltage if your not sure what it is. Examine each of the
connections plastic male and female connectors at wiring ends to the tachometer backside, if
applicable. Repair any bad or loose connectors identified. Reconnect the repaired wire
connector to the tachometer backside. Connect the boat harness wiring to the tachometer, if it
was disconnected in the repair process, and reinsert the connected wires back into the
tachometer dashboard hole followed by the tach itself. Seat the wider face rim the front edge of
the tachometer's exposed side the part that sits outside the dashboard against the hole edge
and use a screwdriver to secure it tight with wood screws into the dashboard face. Reconnect
the boat battery to the boat wiring system. Turn on the boat and check if the tachometer
receives a reading of revolutions per minute from the engine wiring. Give the boat some throttle
and confirm the tachometer reads the increase correctly. Once practiced, you will then know the
upper limit of your boat engine to avoid exceeding it, which can result in expensive repairs. Do
not perform electrical work without first disconnecting the boat's battery. Boat batteries are
much larger than automotive batteries and can pack a significant jolt to an unsuspecting home
mechanic if a metal tool hits a live wire. Since Tom Lutzenberger has written for various
websites, covering topics ranging from finance to automotive history. Lutzenberger works in
public finance and policy and consults on a variety of analytical services. By: Tom Lutzenberger
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upgrade or use an alternative browser. Honda BF50 Tach Installation. Thread starter newf1 Start
date Sep 5, Joined Oct 30, Messages I got a gauge from the dealer here in town which has three
wires, grey, black and yellow, and black for the actual guage. I am not sure where these would
blug in for the tach, the wires
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for the light is not a huge concern. The old tack is missing. I could not find info in the owners
manual Thanks. Skinnywater Commander. Joined Mar 7, Messages 2, The colors will match
those of your tach. The illumination wires will go to your light switch and ground. There is no
control box and when I look under the front of hood I can not find the corresponding wires. I can
however see where the shop wired in the remote tilt switch. Should I be looking under the black
electrical cover located on the left side of engine? Thanks again. I could not find info in the
owners manual. Joined Jan 21, Messages 1. Tach lesson learned Tach lesson learned On the
Honda BF 50 outboards, the Japanese supplied wiring looms have a fuse at the end nearest the
guage. When the looms later were supplied by American Honda they are located about a foot
out of the remote controller. In some boats that would put them behind the hull liner, as in the
C-Dory like mine. You must log in or register to reply here.

